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In this beautiful book, Sarah Blaffer Hrdy tracks how humans acquired some of our most 
cherished social characteristics: an interest in the feelings and thoughts of others, the capacity to 
share in them, the urge to share with companions. Humans’ outstanding hardware (a large brain), 
software (an intersubjectivity-sharing package that hosts a culture feature), and story line 
(distinctive life history strategy) long fueled assumptions about corresponding uniqueness in 
cognition and behavior. But features of empathy, compassion, and sharing have analogs among 
other species. Naturalistic and laboratory studies steadily have dismantled distinctions between 
the cognitive and socioemotional capacities of humans and other primates. Chimps, for instance, 
share abilities for self and other recognition, social memory, and imitation, as well as their 
neurological (von Economo neurons) and developmental (early mutual gazing) foundations. 

 
And yet Hrdy notes (p. 36): “compared with other primates, humans are born far more eager 

to share the mental and affective states of others.” So she asks: “Why us and not them?” (p. 37). 
If intersubjectivity is so valuable, it should have evolved among rather comparably equipped 
primates. Similar to her approach in The Woman That Never Evolved (1981), Hrdy uses what 
does not evolve as a probe to test what does and why. Her answer here is that cooperative 
childcare by mothers and other band members drove the evolution first of emotionally modern 
hominids and then of human life history traits (large brain, slow maturation, long life). Adoption 
of shared care or cooperative breeding was prompted by brisk mortality, available matrikin 
(trustworthy caregivers), fluctuating environments, difficult-to-extract foods, female mobility, 
and fluid group composition. Shared care enhanced infant survival and permitted mothers to 
shorten birth intervals and bear more young; even in terms of calories, the human child care 
equation doesn’t add up without including the contributions from many alloparents. But complex 
caregiving created novel rearing environments that dramatically shifted the adaptive pressures on 
babies, favoring abilities to engage and sustain solicitude from others, to tune in to others’ 
mental states and intentions, and to communicate their own needs and states. The altered 
selection pressures on infant neurocognitive and emotional development yielded early emergence 
of capacities for empathy, mind-reading, and winsomeness that attracted and rewarded care from 
a range of possible caregivers, not least the mother. Babies are necessarily social because they 
utterly depend on others for survival in every sense. 

 
A powerful twist in this evolutionary argument is that the distinctive neurocognitive-

behavioral package is a developmental adaptation whose expression depends on the interaction 
of infant capacities and motivations with the environment of care. Intersubjectivity, like language 
and an exponentially expanding list of other physical and psychobehavioral features, emerges 
through engagement of inbuilt potentials with a complex social world. This argument advances a 
welcome trend among behavioral ecologists to enlarge accounts of social behavior beyond 
individual-level material analysis to include relationships, social dynamics, and psychological 
processes in the pursuit of intangible goods such as information or belonging. Hrdy urges the 
value of moving beyond a rigid focus on inclusive fitness where “genetic relatedness is too 



simplistically and dogmatically invoked, leading evolutionists to overlook powerful human urges 
to look out for children.” (p. 229) 

 
 There are many reasons to read this book, and not only for its central thesis. For 

anthropologists, the carefully delineated design features and contextual factors affecting child 
psychobehavioral development unleash a barrage of fresh ideas and questions about culture, 
temperament, and cognition that could fuel a whole generation of critical fieldwork that 
investigates the sources and sequelae of human diversity in a rapidly transforming world. The 
great anthropological traditions of living with others, attending to meanings and relationships, 
and devotion to everyday settings are absolutely necessary for this task. Fresh conviction of the 
value of close observation and thick description, and a renewed commitment to contemporary 
ethnography, may be drawn from every page of this book, for it could not have been written 
without such data concerning myriad animal and human populations. We hear about superb fairy 
wrens and naked voles (“looking more like a bad dream than a mammal” p. 186), and learn of 
our similarities to acorn woodpeckers, bowhead whales, or meerkats in arcs of evidence that 
encompass dunnocks, brown hyenas, and Hadza foragers in a single passage (p. 188). The reader 
revisits how ideas about sociality and about human nature really matter for human welfare, most 
powerfully by tracing throughout this book how Bowlby’s attachment theory triggered an 
ongoing revolution in understanding the place of relationships not just in social life, but in the 
core of our being through the power of place in human development. This revolution has 
changed academic, public, and professional treatment of children and their families, an 
inspiration for practical scholarship. 

 
There is a surprise ending. The final chapter broadly traces a path of human social evolution 

as it affected mothers’ and others’ motives and agency in child rearing, and suggests how 
prioritization of nurturance was eroded and rearing environments reshaped. West-Eberhard and 
others have shown how development produces selectable variation (West-Eberhard 2003), 
suggesting that rapid coevolution of such social transformations and infant developmental 
pathways occurred throughout that history. Contemporary global reductions in child physical 
mortality have, Hrdy argues, effectively unmoored urgent child neurocognitive developmental 
needs from the compulsory nets of responsive caregiving. In effect reduced early physical 
mortality is generating increased socioemotional morbidity by undercutting the obvious 
connections between nurturance and survival. As evidence from studies of institutionally state-
reared Romanian children most tragically illustrates, the unwitting consequences of nurturance 
deprivation on cognitive and socioemotional outcomes can be devastating.  

 
Yet the rich evidence-based flow of the book falters here, a narrative lacuna that chimes a 

wake-up call to anthropologists. Widely varied rearing conditions have obtained among humans 
for millennia and into the present, yet the fine grained accounts of rearing ecology and child 
outcomes represented in this volume largely comprise behavioral ecological studies of childcare 
and physical survival or growth in foragers, and psychology research in the U.S. (plus 
comparative studies of attachment). The long tradition of developmental ecology, ranging from 
Boaz, to Mead and Bateson, the Whitings and their students, and students’ students, could 
provide evidence to test the central propositions of this book. More importantly, research by the 
rapidly forming new wave of anthropologists focused on children should be inspired by the rigor 
and implications of Hrdy’s case. If she is right, then detailed comparative anthropological 



investigation of determinants and psychobehavioral consequences of variations in childcare 
could be the most important and practical work that we might do. Such work is sorely needed not 
only for today’s mothers and others, but also for the ubiquitous intimate Others, namely the 
children whose humanity is formed in the crucible of care.  
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